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This is a translation of the note as it was originally submitted. The Editor, Pro-
fessor L. Redei, thought that the text was too concise and suggested that the note
be completed by an explanation how the two theorems are to be applied to obtain
the canonical form. As my decision to submit the note was mainly motivated by the
brevity of the argument I thought that any addition would spoil what I thought was
the chief merit of the note. It was difficult to object though as Professor Redei offered
to write an additional section himself, providing such an explanation. The note, as it
appeared in print, consists of my original text with an additional explanatory section
(beginning on page 191 Bekanntlich... and ending on page 193... Beweise der Satze
1,2 an).
This section was written by Professor L. Redei and is not included in the present
translation.
The history of the note is, perhaps, not without interest. In our student days we
learnt linear algebra from Malcev’s Elements of Linear Algebra (this excellent book
served a double purpose – we also learnt Russian from it). Studying the book care-
fully I felt that my understanding of the section dealing with the canonical form did
not go beyond the first primitive level, a mere verification of the logical conclusions.
It seemed to me that the duality approach makes it possible to attain a higher level of
understanding – when Truth and Beauty become one.
It was not without some hesitation that I finally decided to submit the note for
publication – in my opinion, it demonstrated the advantages of duality methods (on
perusing the note the reader will discover that the power of the duality approach
manifests itself fully mainly in the second theorem, decomposing nilpotent opera-
tors). The duality between the space of column vectors and of row vectors acting
as functionals being natural and intuitive, the potentials of using duality in teaching
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linear algebra were obvious; I did not presume though to suggest using the duality
approach in teaching.
It is a comforting thought that the validity of mathematical theorems cannot be
affected by ideological disputes not even by invasions of foreign armies. Mathe-
matical publications, however, are not immune from such influences. I submitted my
note to the famous Hungarian journal Acta Scientiarum Mathematicarum, commonly
known as Acta Szeged. It filled me with great pride to hear that the note was accepted
and that it would appear alongside Operator Theory papers of fundamental impor-
tance. Then unexpected complications arose; the year 1956 brought the Hungarian
revolt and the subsequent occupation of Hungary by Soviet troops, a source of con-
siderable anxiety in Central Europe. Even on the shelves of mathematical libraries
the 1956 volume of the Acta Szeged is conspicuous by the poorer quality of the
paper. The presence of a foreign army on the territory of Hungary made it difficult
to keep the usual standard, also it was not possible to send proofs to the authors.
Professor Sz-Nagy himself honoured my note by reading the proofs with his usual
precision and meticulous care.
The construction of the Jordan normal form of an operator consists, essentially,
in decomposing the given space into a direct sum of invariance subspaces on each
of which the operator behaves in a easily describable manner. Theorems 1 and 2
show how to construct, given a nice invariant subspace, a complementary invariant
subspace. In this manner, the two theorems make it possible to finish by using an
induction argument.
In my youthful enthusiasm, I wrote an introduction which could easily be misun-
derstood. I may have overstressed the brevity of the proofs (indeed there was a hint
of sarcasm in the MR review concerning this) but would not modify even today the
claim that a full understanding of the Jordan canonical form is only possible “auf der
geometrischen Basis”, in modern English in a coordinate-free manner.
May the perusal of the note bring the gentle reader the same pleasure that the
author felt writing it.
